Registration will begin on July 3 for Year 3 BMSc and Neuroscience students. The Office of the Registrar should be posting enrollment dates/times in Student Center within a few days.

If you are not returning to the BMSc or Neuroscience Program for the upcoming year, then I would very much appreciate it if you would email me back to let me know (and, if it's okay with you, let me know what you're doing, instead, for the upcoming year).

I contacted the Office of the Registrar yesterday and provided them with a list of students who were not properly term-activated (registered in Year 3 with a module or modules) for the upcoming Fall/Winter for Year 3 BMSc and Neuroscience programs. I have just received confirmation that all students on my list should receive their adjudication results and be term-activated by tomorrow afternoon. I will be double-checking this list of students in the morning and will follow up with the Office of the Registrar if any issues are outstanding. If you have emailed me to ask about the delay in your adjudication results, then I may not get back to you since you will be able to see your results and module(s) tomorrow afternoon. Please note that this delay in the processing of your adjudication decision will NOT negatively impact your enrollment date/time for courses.

Before you register for courses, make sure that you use the following resources:

- Course Selection for Year 3 BMSc
- The Landing Page for Year 3 BMSc
- Course Selection for Neuroscience
- Access to Courses
- Academic Calendar for modular requirements
- Academic Calendar for courses
- Fall/Winter Registration

A key thing to know when planning your courses is that most of the basic medical science courses have constraints in place (priorities and restrictions) and many courses have spaces reserved in them for students in certain modules. Check the constraint charts at “Access to Courses” very carefully when planning your course selection.

Note: The basic medical science departments will NOT waive constraints and please do not contact departments, etc. about getting a spot in a course before priorities lift and reserved spaces disappear on July 20th.

Spaces are tightly constrained in the 3000-level lab courses to ensure that, as much as possible, students who must have particular lab courses for the module in which they are registered in Year 3 will get a spot in these courses. See Reserved Spaces in 2000 and 3000-level courses for more details.

When registering for courses, you might get an error message such as

You are unable to enroll in this class at this time. Available seats are reserved and you do not meet the reserve capacity requirements

even though the course may not be full. This means that you either do not have priority access to the course or the spaces reserved in this course for students in your module (or a group of modules) have already been filled. As an example, when I checked this morning, all spaces in Medical Biophysics 3501A and 3503G that are available to non-Medical Biophysics students have already been filled by Year 4 students (who registered last week). If you are not able to register in a course that you want when registration begins next week, then you should choose an alternative course and try again on July 20th at 9:30 a.m., if spaces are still available, when the reserved spaces and priorities disappear.

The process to request special permission is outlined on the BMSc website.

If you are registered in more than one module, e.g. Double Majors or Honors Specialization + Major, and plan to complete these two modules, then make sure that you check out the Common Course Policy. A maximum of 1.0 course that is “common” to two modules can be used toward both modules. The worksheets for Double Majors are very helpful tools – pay particular attention to the bottom section that lists the 11.0 courses (usually 11.0) that are required to complete the two Majors.

One tiny note about a change to a course that I was notified about today: Pathology 3500: the evaluation for this course is changing for the upcoming year such that three midterm tests and one final exam will be scheduled, with none of these tests/exam being cumulative.

For those of you who emailed me while I was away and received a bounce-back message, please note that I will not respond to those messages. You will have to contact me again if the resources above and the information provided in this email do not provide you with the answers to your questions.

... Kathy